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 TITLES AND ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS

 NEW YORK, 1916

 Presidential Address-Mark Jefferson.
 Geographic Provinces of the United States. See page 3.

 William Bowie.
 The Gravimetric Survey of the United States.

 The gravimetric survey of the United States may be considered to
 have been begun in 1890, when the Mendenhall one-half second invari-
 able pendulums were first used. Previous to that date, 13 stations
 had been established in the United States, but the pendulums used
 in connection with them did not give very accurate results, as the
 later work showed.

 With the invar pendulums the probable error of a station in the
 United States, referred to the Potsdam system, is, on an average, about

 ? 0.002 dyne. This is about one part in one-half million.
 In December, 1908, there were 47 stations in the United States,

 established by means of the Mendenhall pendulums; while in Decem-
 ber, 1916, there were 259 stations in this country.

 The pendulum data are of value, first, in the determination of the
 flattening of the earth and the terms in the gravity formula. Second,
 they give the value of the intensity of gravity which is needed in
 physical and chemical laboratories. Third, they are used in researches

 into the subject of isostasy.
 It was this latter use of gravity data which was considered at length

 in the paper, and the results of the most recent investigations into

 the subject of isostasy by the author were given.
 His value for the depth of compensation as derived from gravity

 observations alone was 95 kilometers. The value for the depth of
 compensation derived by IHayford, from previous investigations, from
 data in mountain stations, was 97 kilometers. The author believed
 that the means of these two values is the best depth of compensation
 from all gravity data.

 The flattening of the earth, derived from 358 gravity stations dis-
 tributed in a number of countries, is 1/297.4. This value agrees
 very well with those previously determined which have been con-
 sidered strong.

 The author stated that a rather decided relation was found between
 gravity anomalies and coast topography but that there was no apparent
 relation between the anomalies, and any other class of topography.

 Some decided relations were found between the gravity anomalies
 71
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 72 TITLES AND ABSTRACTS, NEW YORK, 1916

 and certain geological formations, especially the Pre-Cambrian and
 the Cenozoic.

 He stated that further work on the gravimetric survey of the United
 States will be done by the Coast and Geodetic Survey and he expects
 that it will lead to important discoveries regarding the distribution
 of densities in the outer portions of the earth, especially within the
 outer ten miles.

 Charles F. Brooks (Introduced).
 New England Snowfall.

 New England is famous for its northeast snowstorms. These great
 storms, however, are not widespread, for New England, though small,
 has very different conditions of exposure to the snow-bearing winds.
 The highlands are the snowiest because they are cold, moist and windy.
 Particularly snowy are those slopes which are openly exposed to
 easterly or northeasterly winds, or in the north, to the westerly winds
 from the Great Lakes. The intermontane valleys have less snowfall
 because of the higher temperature, smaller precipitation and less
 exposure. In the coastal region, since the other conditions are favor-
 able, the snowfall depends on the temperatures. As a result, the
 snowfall of the second half of the winter is the greater; and also the
 coast may be said to exceed the inland snowfall then, if due allow-
 ances are made for topography. New England, as the focus of most
 of the cyclones which cross the United States or come up the east
 coast, has all parts traversed by numerous centers. The strongest
 cyclones pass New England on the south or cross through the south-
 east; so this section from time to time has a characteristic "old-fash-
 ioned snowstorm."

 Godfrey L. Cabot (Introduced).
 Maps for Use by Aviators.

 Collier Cobb.
 Colonial Transportation in North Carolina.

 W. S. Cooper (Introduced).

 Plant Succession after Glacial Recession in Alaska.
 Studies were made during August and September, 1916, of the

 establishment of vegetation after glacial recession in several localities
 in southeastern Alaska. Glacier Bay was found to be especially
 favorable for such study, because of the extremely rapid recession
 which has taken place during the last century and a quarter, and
 because the positions of several of the ice fronts have been accurately
 located several times during recent years. The stages in the vegeta-
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 tional succession were worked out in detail, and the time factor was
 studied by age counts of woody plants. Permanent quadrats were
 located at the ice limits of known date, for the determination of suc-
 cessional progress in a known period of years, and for future study.
 The present paper is not a record of finished research, but an announce-
 ment of work in progress, given with the hope of co-operation from
 any one who may visit the region in future years. The quadrats are
 so located that they may easily be found, and charts or at least photo-
 graphs of them made at future times will be of great value.

 Sumner W. Cushing.

 Shiharikota and the Ydnddis. See page 17.

 W. M. Davis.
 The Sea Cliffs and Coral Reefs of Tahiti.

 Tahiti, the largest of the Society Islands, is a volcanic doublet,
 submaturely dissected by radial consequent valleys, the larger cone
 being 17 nautical miles in diameter, and 7,381 feet in height; the
 smaller one, southeast of the other, 8 miles, and 4,341 feet; a low
 isthmus, but little more than a mile across, connects the two. As
 Dana long ago noted, the central parts of the cones are destroyed,
 and there the narrow inter-valley ridges are sharply serrate; but in
 the peripheral slopes, where the radial consequent valleys are farther
 apart and less deep, the ridges descend in slanting spurs, topped by
 sloping triangular sectors which represent the initial slope of the cone,
 little worn. Dana and nearly all later observers failed to mention
 the mature sea cliffs in which the radial spurs terminate; but they
 are well described by Agassiz (1903) as rising in some instances
 more than 1,000 feet above sea level along the windward eastern
 coast, and as sometimes undercutting small valleys from which the
 streams fall in cascades. The cliffs are not vertical, but dip at
 angles of 400, 50' or 600.

 The larger valleys descend below present sea level, for some of
 them are entered by arms of the sea, and all the others are occupied
 near their mouths by triangular delta plains, which commonly extend
 beyond the line of sea cliffs and unite in a confluent alluvial strand
 plain, on which almost the entire population live. The valley ends
 being submerged, the cliff base line and the abraded platform that
 must extend in front of the cliffs must also be submerged. That such
 is the case is indicated by depths of over 20 fathoms close along
 shore, while off the cliff coast of Normandy, where the sea is still
 cutting at the cliff base, a depth of only 10 fathoms is not found for
 one or two miles off shore.

 The discontinuous barrier reef by which both cones are surrounded
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 encloses a lagoon from half a. mile to a mile or more in breadth, and
 from 15 to 30 fathoms. in depth. Contrary to the belief of Murray
 and of Agassiz, the better enclosed parts of the lagoon appear to be
 filling up by inwash of calcareous, detritus *from the reef and by
 outwash of volcanic detritus. from the island. The reefs could not
 have been present while the cliffs, were cut back; and some change
 must have occurred to alter the reef-free, cliff-cutting conditions then
 obtaining into the reef-building conditions now obtaining. This change
 appears to have been the submergence by which the abraded platform
 and the valley mouths. were drowned. Previous to the submergence
 Tahiti must have resembled the volcanic island of Reunion in the
 western Indian Oicean, where cliffs now rise from a wave-swept beach
 of volcanic detritus, which presumably lies. on an abraded platform
 and which inhibits reef growth because its cobbles and gravels are
 frequently shifted by the waves. If submergence should occur there,
 the detritus from the valleys, would be pocketed in the valley embay-
 ments, the abraded platform would be swept comparatively clean, and
 reefs might then grow up from the platform, as. they are now growing
 up from the submerged platform around Tahiti.

 The bearing of these facts and inferences on several theories of coral
 reefs was. discussed. All the theories which postulate a fixed relation
 between the reef foundations and the surface of the ocean are excluded
 by the evidence of submergence, given above. As, the depth of sub-
 mergence, determined by prolonging downward with decreasing
 declivity the side slopes of some of the delta-filled valleys, is. 500 or
 600 feet, neither a rise of the ocean due to an uplift of its. bottom
 elsewhere, nor the rise of the ocean at the close of the Glacial Period

 can be accepted as the whole cause of submergence; the remaining
 cause must be sought in the subsidence of Tahiti itself, and thus
 Darwin's theory of intermittent subsidence is supported.

 The relation between the narrow, steep-sided valleys of Tahiti and
 its high, mature sea cliffs has an additional and important bearing
 on the Glacial-control theory, as. follows: This theory assumes that,
 when the ocean was chilled and lowered (33 to 38 fathoms) during
 the Glacial period, the corals of most reefs were killed, and the dead
 reefs were then abraded by the waves; it also assumes that the embayed
 valleys, by which the central islands of barrier reefs a-re characterized,
 were eroded while the Glacial ocean was lowered and were drowned
 when the Postglacial ocean rose to its present level; and it explains
 the absence of cliffs on the spur ends. between the embayed valleys of
 such islands by the resistance of the lavas of which the spurs are
 composed. Tahiti shows that this explanation is. not correct; for
 the same period which sufficed for the immature erosion of the narrow
 Tahitian valleys sufficed also for the mature erosion of the Great
 Tahitian cliffs; hence in other islands, where the embayed valleys
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 a-re as a rule more mature than those of Tahiti, the spur ends should
 now be more strongly cliffed, if the encircling reef had been killed
 and abraded during the Glacial period. But except for little bluffs,
 10 to 50 feet in height, fronted by shallow rock platforms. and therefore
 the work of the lagoon waves at present sea level, the spur ends of other
 islands are not cliffed, and therefore their reefs were not killed and
 abraded; and thus certain essential elements of the Glacial-control
 theory are discredited. Appeal should not be made to a supposed
 superior resistance of the rocks in the non-cliffed islands., for which
 there is no warrant; for if their rocks are more resistant than those
 of Tahiti, then the erosion of their mature valleys must have been very
 slowly accomplished; and if the erosion period of only narrow valleys
 in the supposedly weaker rocks. of Tahiti was sufficient for the abrasion
 of great sea. cliffs, then the erosion period of wider valleys in the sup-
 posedly harder rocks of the other islands. should have been sufficient
 for the abrasion of still greater cliffs, provided the encircling reefs
 were at that time dead. But as these greater cliffs are not found,
 the reefs cannot have been killed; hence the supposition of superior
 resistance in the rocks of the non-cliffed islands is not only unwar-
 ranted, but unavailing. Tahiti thus indirectly gives strong support to
 Darwin's theory of upgrowing reefs during intermittent subsidence.

 J. W. Goldthwait.
 A New Model of the Mt. Washington Range in New Hampshire.

 -Read by Title.

 The model, which is. here exhibited for the first time, is based on
 "A map of the Mt. Washington Range," published by the Appalachian
 Mountain Club in 1914. It is about six feet by four, and includes
 not only this, central range of the White Mountains, but the adjoining
 valley of the Saco at Crawford Notch, Bartlett and Jackson, the
 Ammionoosuc valley at Bretton Woods. and Fabyans, the Androscoggin
 valley at Gorham, and " the Gleen." The scale, both vertical and hori-
 zontal, is three inches to the mile. The absence of vertical distortion
 affords a realistic view of the mountain slopes, in which attention
 is particularly called to the somewhat peaked, though glaciated sum-
 mits, the extensive graded " lawns " or " alpine pastures" and the
 cirques, carved in the flanks of the range by mountain glaciers.

 J. Paul Goode.
 Al New Idea for a World Map: A Substitute for Mercator's

 Projection.

 There is a growing protest among teachers arnd students against the
 use of Mercator's. or other cylindrical projection, showing the earth's
 surface as a unit, because of the progressive distortions of area with
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 increase of latitude. It is realized that the continual use of Mercator's
 projection fixes in the mind of the observer very erroneous. impressions
 of the relative sizes of areas, and that these bad impressions persist,
 in spite of every caution and every effort to fix true relations by study
 of other projections.

 The contribution here presented is a method of interruption of
 Mollweide's homalographic projection, such that each continent in
 turn is given the great advantage of a place in the middle of the
 grill, where the maximum truth of form is. guaranteed. The homalo-
 graphic projection is an equal area projection, thus continents and
 other unit areas may be compared with each other in their true size.
 Also this projection, in common with Mercator's projection, offers.
 the very great advantage of having latitudes represented by right
 lines, trending with the equator, facilitating the study of comparative
 latitudes. The homalographic projection also shows the earth's sur-
 face entire, a thing the Mercator's projection can not do. For all
 these reasons the interrupted homalographic projection as here pre-
 sented, offers the maximum of teaching advantages for all study of
 world distributions.

 Roland M. Harper.
 The Forests. of the Eastern United States: Their Past, Present,

 and Future.

 About seven-eighths of the territory of the United States. east of the
 Great Plains was originally covered with forests, of great diversity,
 including such types as the spruce forests of the extreme north, the
 hardwoods of the Ohio valley, the long-leaf pine of the southeastern
 coastal plain, and the tropical hammocks of southern Florida.

 In the 'last 200 years or so., the forest area has been reduced about
 40%o; and the total stand of lumber about 60%o. The early exhaustion
 of the forests has often been predicted, but such predictions have
 nearly always turned out to be exaggerated. The influences tending
 to preserve the trees seem at present to be nearly equal to the destruc-
 tive influences, and our forests promise to be an important source of
 wealth for many years to come.

 Alfred J. Henry.
 Flood Producing Rains in the United States, 1916.

 The rainfall of 1916 in the United States was characterized to a
 considerable extent by the occurrence of heavy rains in pairs, the first
 storm being almost immediately followed by a second equally severe
 storm that swept over a nearly identical path and thus there was
 naturally an extraordinary concentration of rainfall over restricted
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 areas. Such concentration was especially noted in southern Cali-
 fornia and Arizona and again in eastern Oklahoma, Arkansas, Mis-

 souri, southeastern Kansas, Illinois and Indiana, in the latter part of
 January.

 In July two tropical cyclones passed inland, over the East Gulf and

 South Atlantic States, the first in the vicinity of Mobile, Ala., and
 the second near Charleston, S-. C. The intensity of the rainfall attend-
 ing these storms was in many cases extraordinary and the concentra-
 tion of rainfall over rather wide areas resulted in severe general floods
 which in some localities were unpredecented.

 The loss of life in the January and July floods was about 130 and

 the property loss for the entire year about 36 millions.

 R. S. Holway.
 The Marine Terraces of California and Related Problems.

 George D. Hubbard.
 Possible Local Glaciation in Southern Vermont.

 The communication was, a preliminary report only and contained

 a brief description of the moraines, eskers and kames found during
 the summer of 1916 in the vicinity of Wilmington, Vermont.. These
 features are very abundant and have not been disturbed by ice since
 they were made. They seem to indicate a large development of valley
 dependencies on the margin of the waning Wisconsin ice sheet, or
 local valley glaciers after the withdrawal of the continental glacier.
 The latter explanation is believed to be supported by the following
 evidence: 1. The valleys in which these features lie are closed in
 on the west by the Haystack-Pisgah range and on the north by another
 high range, cols of which show no signs of having been spillways
 for glaciers. 2. The moraines, looped across the valleys, are arranged
 with reference to the heads of the local mountain valleys, heads pushed
 against the peaks instead of the cols. 3. One valley head has a well
 formed cirque occupied by a lake in a rock basin. Fresh moraines
 loop across this valley at many points entirely up to the lake. A
 detailed field map was shown.

 Ellsworth Huntington.
 Fluctuations of Our Southwestern Lakes.

 A study of a series of basins at the eastern base of the Sierra Nevada
 in 1914 confirms the conclusion that there have been marked varia-
 tions of climate during the past few thousand years. In some cases
 old strands have been covered by alluvial fans during a dry period
 when the lakes fell to a low level. Upon these four other abandoned
 strands are now visible, showing that the water rose once more almost
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 to the previous level. This indicates not only a general fall in the
 level of the lakes, but a series of oscillations first one way and then
 the other, with a. general tendency toward aridity. At Owen Lake
 Gale's study of the salts dissolved in the lake and in the river which
 feeds it, indicate that the period since the last overflow can scarcely
 be more than 2,500 years. This. makes it possible to correlate the
 strands with the fluctuations in the growth of the big trees on the
 opposite flank of the Sierras. The harmony between the cycles indi-
 cated by the strands and by the trees is close. Other lakes such as
 Mono and Pyramid show similar indications of fluctuating climate.

 In studying the cause of such fluctuations the first step seems to

 be to ascertain exactly what sort of changes. are in operation at the
 present time. At Lake Mono, for example, there has been a recent
 rise of level. In 1914 the water stood higher than at any other time
 for at least 130 years. This. is indicated by the rings of certain trees
 which have recently been killed by the rising of the salt water. It
 is interesting to note that within a comparatively few years. many old
 trees have been killed by an opposite cause in India and South Africa.
 In both of these cases extreme drought occurred upon the equatorial
 side of the subtropical belt, whereas the California lakes lie upon the
 polar side of that belt. This seems to indicate a cyclical shifting of
 zones which is even now in progress. It produces marked effects. in
 certain border regions, but is comparatively unimportant in the cen-
 tral portions of the zones. The shifting seems to take place in harmony
 with variations in solar activity and in the consequent paths of storms.

 W. L. G. Joerg.
 Relief Models as a Source of Information for the Geography of

 the United States.

 The paper dealt chiefly with the utilization of existing relief models
 of states. and other portions of the, United States for the representation
 of generalized relief on maps. The contour method, although admir-
 ably suited to detailed maps. such as to the topographic sheets of the
 U. S. Geological Survey, does. not lend itself well to general maps. On
 these relief is best represented in a. plastic manner, as by shading or
 hachuring. As this method is. not as highly developed with us as it
 is abroad, we have resorted to modeling. The paper suggested using
 photographs of the numerous. existing models of scientific worth either

 directly as relief bases for maps of their respective areas, to be repro-
 duced, for example, in half-tone, or indirectly, as a guide for a shaded
 drawing. A survey of these models, which cover, as far as it had
 been possible to ascertain, 22 states or about one-third of the total area
 of the country, was given, illustrated by lantern slides of the majority
 of them. An additional value which attaches to these models is due
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 to the fact that many of them cover regions for which no topographic
 sheets exist or the topography of which is otherwise not readily
 available.

 Lawrence Martin.
 Gravel Terraces of the Mississippi River in Wisconsin-Read

 by Title.

 The terraces of the Upper Mississippi in Wisconsin and across, the
 river in Minnesota and Iowa are distributed through a distance of 213
 miles directly, or 260 miles as the stream flows. The river has a
 terrace on one side or the other for 126 miles of this distance the
 length of all terraces, including those that overlap and also parallel
 terraces in steps being 200 miles. The largest terrace is 15 miles long,
 3 miles wide, with an 80-foot scarp facing the river. One terrace in
 the middle of the valley is 9 1/3 miles long, 3/4 of a mile wide, and
 stands 30 feet above encircling floodplain deposits. The terraces are
 made up of outwash sand and gravel of Wisconsin age. They lie in
 the bottom of a preglacial gorge or trench, bordered by precipitous
 bluffs 230 to 650 feet high. The rock floor of the gorge lies 150 to
 210 feet below the present river level; the higher terraces rise more
 than 100 feet above the river; hence the gorge is really 750 to 800
 feet deep in places and the terrace gravel is. 200 or 300 feet thick. The
 Mississippi floodplain in Wisconsin is. nearly everywhere swampy;
 accordingly the terraces supply practically all the improved farm
 land and the sites of all the river cities and villages, including La
 Crosse and Prairie du Chien, Wis., Winona and Red Wing, Minn.,
 Dubuque, Iowa, and many others.

 The terraces fall in two groups: (a) few small and low terraces
 south of La Crosse; (b) numerous, large and high as well as low
 terraces to the north. There are usually two low terraces-20 feet
 and 40 feet above the river. North of La Crosse, where there are
 terraces. for 87 % of the distance, the low terraces are usually present
 and there are higher terraces, entirely absent to the south, four or more
 in places stepping up the 105 feet or higher above present river level.

 The explanation of this increase in number and height of terraces
 seems to be that, as, in the case of beaches of the Glacial Great Lakes,
 (a) the terraces. remain.parallel downstream from the southernmost of
 the hinge lines, (b) they increase in number and in altitude to the
 north of this line, which appears to cross the Mississippi in the neigh-
 borhood of La Crosse close to or a trifle farther south than where
 Taylor (conjecturally) places the Whittlesey hinge line. The uplift
 of the land toward the end of the Glacial Period is thus seen to have
 had the normal effect on rivers, the terraces in the tributaries of the
 Upper Mississippi appearing to respond to the same control.
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 Emmanuel De AMartonne (Introduced).
 The Physiography of the Carpathian Mountains.

 A. E. Parkins. (Introduced).
 The Development of Manufactures at Detroit.

 Although Detroit was founded in 1701, it was not until the early
 part of the nineteenth century that the real development of manu-
 facturing began. For nearly 150 years commerce was the dominant
 interest of the settlement.

 In 1810 the total value of manufactures was $24,742, in 1909 the
 value was $223,000,000. This. wonderful growth is for the most part
 only a normal growth, characteristic of several cities of the Interior,
 and is chiefly the result of the westward migration of people, resulting
 in an increasing density of population, and a westward migration of
 manufactures. Fundamental to the normal growth lie the wonderful
 improvements in transportation that characterize the last century.

 A~mong the broader geographic factors operative at Detroit are
 those associated with its position. It is situated on the largest and
 most important series of waterways. in the world and near the entrances
 to the " Gateways" through the Appalachian Barrier. Since the
 beginning of the railroad era its position on one of the great trunk
 lines of the country is of vital importance, particularly since the
 Detroit River here occasions a break in land transportation only
 partially overcome by car, ferry and tunnel (the latter since 1910).
 The city is, within easy reach of the copper and iron ore deposits of
 the Lake Superior Region and the coal of the Appalachian fields. It
 is on the border of the most productive agricultural region of the
 United States, and for many decades had access to large forests of
 commercial timber. Being the oldest settlement on the lakes, for a
 long time it enjoyed almost a monopoly of the benefits arising from
 these important factors.

 Roderick Peattie (Introduced).
 The Geography of the Lower St. Lawrenee Valley.

 The Lower St. Lawrence Valley includes the valley slopes from
 Quebec to, the Gulf. The north shore, except for a. few fertile wedges,
 has a broken settlement with a meager economy. The south is densely
 populated, excellent farms running ten to twenty miles back over
 the gentle uplands. On both shores the commerce is chiefly in wood
 products, cheese, butter and live stock. For the most part the settle-
 ments, especially to the north, a-re economically independent. In this
 well-defined, isolated unit-area still prevails an ancient economy, lan-
 guage, philosophy, folk-lore and architecture, crystallized to an extraor-
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 dinary degree and creating a significant provincialism. This study
 is the result of a library investigation followed by field work in the
 last season.

 William Gardener Reed.
 Plimsoll's Mark.

 The classing of vessels according to seaworthiness has been prac-
 ticed in England for nearly 200 years. It has been recognized that
 the conditions on different oceans and at different seasons are not
 the same. Insurance by distributing the risk also made it more possible
 to send vessels to sea in bad weather. In the sixties overloading
 appears to have been common, and Samuel Plimsoll began his efforts
 which resulted in the adoption of a load-line mark by 1876. It was
 not until 1894, however, that the position of the mark was fixed by
 government authorities. In 1899 the Board of Trade determined
 different load-lines for fresh water, for " Indian Summer," for sum-
 mer, for winter and for " North Atlantic Winter." Since then Ger-
 many and Denmark have adopted " Plimsoll's Mark." The adoption
 and use of this mark emphasizes the influence of geographic condi-
 tions on commerce.

 Lawrence V. Roth (Introduced).
 Geographic and Historic Factors in the Growth of Certain Amer-

 ican Cities.

 The movement of population towards the larger cities in the United
 States falls into four periods, each introducing a new geographic area.
 The first period begins with our Colonial history and the develop-
 ment of cities takes place along the Atlantic Coastal Plain; during
 the second era, beginning about 1810, city growth is most notable in
 the Mississippi valley along the river fronts; beginning about 1850,
 a third era opens and the cities of the Great Lakes district have a.
 notable growth; during the fourth period, opening about 1900, a
 relatively sudden movement of population is found on the Pacific,
 coast. Significant geographic and historic factors were read into this
 movement of population as shown graphically on a large chart.

 H. L. Shantz and Raphael Zom.
 A New Classification of the Native Vegetation of the United-

 States into Natural Groups.

 The vegetation of the United States was divided into plant forma-
 tions defined as the largest vegetation units which could be dis-
 tinguished by comparative uniformity of physiognomy, of botanical
 composition, of climatic and environmental conditions, and by col-
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 vergent development. On this basis the distribution of two grass
 formations, three desert shrub formations, nine forest formations, and
 five minor communities was mapped.

 Eugene Wesley Shaw.
 Notes on Man and Nature in Tamaulipas and Vera Cruz, Mexico.

 -Read by Title.
 1. Relations of pre-Co(lumbian aborigines to emvironmmeint.
 Indians.-Various bloods and natures but generally religious, super-

 stitious and social. Surface.-Plains with irregularly scattered com-
 monly conical mountain peaks and occasional ranges up to 4,000 or
 5,000 ft. in height, some of which are not shown on current maps.
 Temperature.-Average probably low for tropics, cold often pene-
 trating; blanket needed nightly, hence part of costume. Soil.-Cal-
 careous and fertile. Precipitation.-Rather low, increasing southward.
 Vegetation.-Forest a thorny thicket rather than tropical jungle,
 almost uninterrupted. Wild animals.-Natural supplies of wild meat
 fairly good,-deer, large and small birds, sea and river fish, shrimp,
 etc. Snakes and mosquitoes much less troublesome than wood ticks
 and other insects.

 2. Cha nges in customs adnd relationships due to 16-19th century
 events.

 Perhaps because of oppression of large part of population, many
 aboriginal customs have been retailed with slight modification.
 Mingling of bloods general, but apparently one-fourth of the popula-
 tion are pure Indian. Most of them have been more or less enslaved,
 some driven into the mountains. Diet.-Corn, as before, the main
 article, ground by hand just before being made into tortillas (un-
 leavened cakes); black beans, meat, peppers, tomatoes (type locality-
 Aztec tomatl), sugar, coffee, bananas, etc.; chile and tamales not
 omnipresent. Dwellings.," Bamboo cages." thatched with palm
 leaves or straw and often chinked with mud; adobe rare. Doors and
 windows scarce. Religion.-Mostly Roman Catholic, some pagan;
 curious mixtures common. Transportation.-Some by railways. and
 wagons, but mostly on backs of burros or men. Surprising lack of
 wagon roads, even where surface is smoothest. Amusements.-Drink-
 ing, dancing and gambling, including lottery on enormous scale. Bull
 and cock fights rare. Village life popular. Morals.-Comparatively
 low, but ideals not altogether wanting, and faithfulness of servants
 often surprising. Cleanliness.-Rivers and water holes frequented
 resorts for laundering and bathing. Education.-Most of population
 seem able to read and write Spanish but display little desire to learn
 English, which is surprising in cab drivers and porters.

 3. 20th century changes in relationships and customss,-due largely to
 discovery of petroleum and to revolutions. Wealth.-Increased for small
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 part of population,-oil field land owners and laborers. Psychologic
 equilibrium, law, deportment, industries and currency demoralized
 by revolutions. Differentiation increased between more bellicose and
 rapacious elements and more peace loving and timid. Failure of
 Mladero's plan to redistribute land has led warlike Indians to kill or
 drive off many landowners. Outrages common and of many sorts, but
 usually with considerable show of politeness, and apparently like battle
 casualties, more likely to end in death than crippling. Cultivated
 area greatly reduced and grown up in thickets. Comparisons with
 ranch and mining camp wild west of United States interesting. Armed
 marauders are soldiers, a tattered and very poorly equipped lot, whose
 principal motive seems to be gain. Other men do not carry weapons
 openly, but often concealed knives. The almost unpenetrable thicket
 and the mountain fastnesses are the retreats of the timid and persecuted
 folk rather than the home of the robbers, for most if not all bandits
 seem to have joined one or another of the national factions. Natural
 barriers of comparatively slight importance in revolutions.

 0. D. von Engeln.
 Glacial Erosion of Rock Basins-With Especial Reference to the

 Conditions Applying in the Finger Lake Region of Central
 New York.-Read by Title.

 The finger lakes of Central New York, of the Lake District of
 England and of the Italian-Swiss Lakes on the south slope of the
 Alp!; and the fiords of Alaska, Patagonia, Norway, New Zealand and
 some of the Scottish lochs are all similar in outline and form of
 hollow. If carved by ice the basin feature of all of them is the result
 of concentration of the ice erosion action at particular parts of linear
 valleys earlier developed by streams. With the single notable excep-
 tion, however, of the Central New York Finger Lakes the other basins
 of this nature occur where the ice movement was down valley. In
 consequence of this, conspicuous morainic barriers are usually present
 at the lower ends of these " down-valley-movement " basins, and such
 moraines are an expectable feature there, because the situation would
 normally mark the end of a pronounced ice tongue. The high wall-
 moraines of the Italian Lakes are especially typical examples. Such
 barriers no doubt account for a considerable part of the depth of the
 "down-valley-movement " basins.

 In the case of the New York Finger Lakes, on the other hand, the
 ice movement was upstream-unless the preglacial drainage is inter-
 preted to have been southward and eastward from points considerably
 to the north of the present divide. Even in this case the mass of the
 continental ice front must, in this region, have impinged on a rock
 escarpment of considerable height, extending east and west at right
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 angles to its movement. On the north front of this escarpment, in
 line with the direction of ice movement and apparently widening
 normally as they extended toward the ice front, were a number of
 parallel, preglacial valleys. Some of these may have had a south slope,
 others almost certainly sloped to the north. These valleys obviously
 afforded the readiest paths for the further progress southward of the
 oncoming ice masses and into them were thrust advanced lobes, while
 the main body of the ice was dammed back for the time being by the
 escarpment front. This dam may be reckoned of about 1,000 feet
 altitude. It created a "head" of ice, a reservoir from which ice
 poured into the north-south valleys. If the valleys sloped to the
 north, they must have narrowed toward their heads in the south, and
 this constriction offered a progressively increased resistance to the
 further advance of the ice. But once the ice was trapped, so to speak,
 in the V opening of the north end of the valleys, it could not escape
 these guiding lines, and crowded by the head of ice behind, its erosive
 effects were concentrated on the more constricted parts, as is indicated
 by the fact that the basins are deepest where the valley is narrowest.
 Later when the ice grew in thickness sufficiently to overtop the divide
 region completely, these valleys continued to be the channels through
 which the deepest and presumably the most rapidly flowing ice moved.
 As a result the divides were notched along these lines and through
 valleys were created.

 If this proposal, that the Central New York Finger Lake basins
 are of unique development in that they are the result of ice thrust
 into valleys sloping against the direction of ice advance, is unacceptable,
 then the only alternative is to correlate them with the other finger
 lake and fiord occurrences,-in other words, ascribe them to the result
 of ice erosion as a concomitant of " down-valley-movement" and
 concentration.

 In this case also the flow would originate in an " ice-head back
 of the escarpment slope. The scour would further tend to be concen-
 trated where the source volume and downslope acceleration conjointly
 made themselves most effective. In the wider parts of the valleys
 beyond the divide ridge there would occur broader distribution of
 uniform rate of flow, decreased velocity because of decreased slope;
 and, during the waning, lobate phases, pronounced accentuation in
 thickness of deposit, as valley-fill terminal to the lobes.

 This valley-fill would then constitute a main part of the barrier
 creating a lake basin. If a rock basin constituted part of the depression
 its development would be on a much smaller scale than in the other
 case. The fact that near surface rock barriers cut off at least part
 of the width of the valleys to the north, while borings up to 1,000
 and more feet in depth fail to disclose rock in the drift filling of the
 valleys to the south lends support to the south slope interpretation.
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 In this may be found a suggestion also for a partial reconstruction
 of the preglacial drainage of New York State.

 Robert DeC. Ward.
 Rainfall Types of the United States.

 A revision of the rainfall types of the United States. Fourteen
 types were distinguished and each one was illustrated by a composite
 curve of the monthly rainfall amounts. A map was exhibited showing
 the geographical distribution of these types.

 R. H. Whitbeck.
 Some Influences of Geographic Environment upon Primitive

 Regions.

 The religious beliefs of primitive peoples are necessarily influenced
 by the character of their environment. The early Norseman's heaven
 was. a place of warmth and his hell a place of cold and darkness.
 Mohammed taught his desert followers that heaven is a. garden with
 running water, trees and fruit. The American Indian believed heaven
 to be a. happy hunting ground to which his dog, as well as himself,
 might go. To the Egyptian the Nile, overflowing and fertilizing his

 land, was a. deity,-as rivers frequently are to agricultural peoples.
 The monsoon climate of India-differing radically from the arid cli-
 mate of Bactria-gradually made over the mythology of the early
 Aryan invaders of India.

 Geographic influence upon religious ideas is most marked among
 primitive peoples and declines in importance as their understanding
 of nature increases. The influence of geographical environment shows
 more in the writings of the Old Testament than in those of the New.
 Greek and Roman mythology reflect no dominant geographical influ-
 ence partly because there was none so dominant. as the Nile in Egypt,
 the desert in Airabia, or the monsoon in India-and partly because
 the Greeks and Romans had passed beyond the primitive stage of
 culture.
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